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Proof We Must Be Ready 
 

kk70-;1-av-:}8m-&}=-Hs#-#m-" }-,=-8D m+-.8m-:m1-.-9m+-&{=-#=v1-X,-6{=-A-0-

0bo#=-=}kk 

 
"The Book of Three Beliefs," a Presentation of the Steps for Leading Disciples to 
Enlightenment through the Profound Path of the Six Practices of Naropa 
 

[The following description of the "three beliefs" appears in a text by Je Tsongkapa 
himself entitled A Collection including the Verses of Diamond, on the Six 
Preliminaries; an Explanation of the Same; Notes on the Secret Teaching of 
the Wheel of Time (Kalachakra); Notes on the Practice for Realization, and 
the Empowerment, in the Secret Teaching of the Wheel of Time 
(Kalachakra); Notes on Essential Points in the Six Practices of Inner Wind; 
and a Method for Determining the Day of One's Death, and the 
Remainder of One's Life  (S5351):  

 
 

^ }:-Hs#-#m-L}-I{8m-3n#=-0%+k  +{8m-0<+-.k  `o=-8"}:-> m-7m,-K m=k 

`o=-8"}:-> m-1$},-K}#=-+$-+0$-#m-7m,-K m=k  ^ }:-Hs#-({:-1"}8m-7m,-K m=k 

8&m-6#-+$-3|-[#-'m-21-9}+-+? }+-.-M1=-;=k 

 
 

k"-%m#-Q}#=-:m1-> m-# },-8E }8m-&}=-;-9m+-&{=-#=v1-X,-6m#-+#}=-6{=-.-,mk 

Q}#=-:m1-"}-,:-1-7+-#=$-##=-< m-;1-] m8m-# },-`o-8E }-+#}=-;k  +{8$-

R-1=-Wv+-0<+-.-,-+{8m-;{#=-0<+-1*}$-,=-Wv+-;-9m+-&{=-;k Wv+-,=-
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'm-W:-0<+-.8m-1,-$#-M1=-R-1=-0%,-.=-R-1-;-9m+-&{=-<m$-k  1,-

$#-(1=-=v-R$=-.=-Wv+-,=-0<+-.-W:-> m-K}#=-.-=+-.:-%,-Wv+-;-[ {=-

.=-:$-;-9m+-&{=-.-#=v1-1}k 

 
Some people say that, as a preliminary to the practice of the stage of 
completion, the disciple must have gained the three kinds of belief.  This 
though is not only a prerequisite for the stage of completion, but rather is 
a necessary step prior to any practice of the path of the secret word in 
general.  The three are the following: 

 
1) Once the Lama has instructed the disciple in the secret 

teachings, the disciple must have recognized the 
beauty of these teachings, and come to believe in 
them. 

 
2) The disciple must have come to believe in the Lama, since 

he or she is the one who has granted the disciple 
advices. 

 
3) The disciple must have come to believe in themself, for 

they have gained extraordinary realizations by 
putting into actual practice the teachings they have 
received.] 

 
 
kI{-02t,-+1-.-L}-I{-8&$-+$-+A {:-1-1&m=-.-M1=-< m-60=-< m-.] }-;-]o=-.-&{,-.}=-

@#-83;-;}k 

 
With great respect I bow down to the lotus beneath the blessed feet of the High 
and Holy Ones; those who are indivisible from the Keeper of the Diamond. 
 
 

k! r-#=v$-*v#=-+$-Qw-8Js;-\o,-8E }-+$-k 

k%m-8+}+-[ {+-+$-9},-),-+0$-@v#-% {k 

k+0$-@v#-0W+-X,-L}-I{-8&$-+0$-# k 

k$}-0}-+.;-X,-R-18m-60=-;-8`o+k 

 
I bow down to the holy feet 
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Of my glorious lama, whose nature 
Is that of the Lord, 
The Keeper of the Diamond; 

 
To you who possesses all eight 
Of the powers of a god: 
Holy body, speech, and mind; 
Who accomplishes miracles, 

 
And is ever-present, fulfilling 
Every wish, creator 
Of all things; who possesses 
Each of the high qualities. 

 
 

k<m,-_p-70-.8m-Wv+-& {8m-#,+-0& r=-.k 

kEs0-.8m-+0$-@v#-){-;}-av-:}-,=k 

k:m1-06m,-0Wv+-.-av-:}-&}=-Hs#-%{=k 

k$,-.8m-E#=-.=-@ }#=-\o,-:0-=0-.8mk 

k;1-8+m:-80+-;=-!;-X,-1*8-9=-< mk 

kM1-.:-8H {,-.8m-#}-8/$-1*}:-#<{#=-.8mk 

k#`o$-:0=-84n,-.8m-#=v$-#m=-,,-),-`ok 

k9$-9$-0! r;-@ m:-;1-+{-8+m:-0<+-Ak 

 
Its fame has spread to every land; 
The "Six Practices of Naropa," 
Handed down from those two lords 
Of spiritual accomplishment, 

 
From Telopa and Naropa, 
A teaching that incorporates 
Every crucial point 
Of the deepest of secret teachings. 

 
There have come to me great holders 
Of the lineage of our forefathers, 
Persons who've attained the heights 
Of that great Guide of living kind, 
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Countless ones of the fortune 
That comes from doing good, 
Ones who have devoted themselves 
To the path of Naropa's way; 

 
And they have spoken to me urgently, 
And entreated me to give them 
Explanation of this teaching– 
For them then I begin. 

 
k8+m:-70-;1-av-:}8m-&}=-Hs#-%{=-\o,-_p-E#=-.8m-#+1=-$#-8&+-.-;-#(m=-){k 

#$-;-0K{,-,=-;1-8+m-" }1-.8m-# },-8E }-+$-k  +{-;-0K{,-,=-;1-8+m-'m-W:-

0" }1-.8}k  k+$-.}-;-#(m=k  # },-8E }-+$-.}-*{#-&{,-*v,-1}$-08m-;1-+$-k 

*v,-1}$-1-9m,-.-R-1{+-< m-*{#-.8m-# },-8E }8}k 

 
Our presentation of the advices widely known as the "Profound Path of the Six 
Practices of Naropa" will proceed in two steps: a discussion of the preliminaries 
that lead one into the practice of this path, and the actual path that one practices, 
led there through the preliminaries. 
 
The first of these has two divisions of its own: the initial preliminaries–that is, the 
path which is shared throughout the greater way; and the unique preliminaries 
of the unsurpassed way. 
 
 
k+$-.}-;-#(m=k  ;1-*v,-1}$-0-;-U }0-.-;v#=-8+m-;8$-+#}=-.:-0%,-.-+$-k 

;1-+{-;-R }-^ }$-08m-:m1-.8}k k+$-.}-,mk 

 
The first division again comes in two parts: a demonstration that, in this system 
as well, one must train oneself in the path which is shared; and then a 
presentation of the various steps by which one trains ones heart in the path. 
 
 
;1-8+m-;-/-:};-_p-@ m,-.8m-*{#-.-+$-k  ##=-< m-*{#-.-#(m=-< m-*v,-1}$-#m-;1-;-

^ }$-08m-:m1-.-M1=-${=-.:-+#}=-){k  I{-1:-.8m-Wv+-< m-0<+-N };-84n,-.8m-R-1-

H}#-.--=}#=-< m=k  0K#-#(m=-;=k  +$-.}:-#=}-^ }$-^ m,-.:-Ak  k6{=-.-
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,=k  +{-9m-I{=-=v-+0v-1-0%,k  k6{=-.8m-0:-> m=-*{#-&{,-.-#(m=-*v,-1}$-#m-

0U0-A-0%,-.:-0<+-;k +{-Wv+-< m-+},-`o8$-'$-08m-@ m:-+$-k  

 
For the path presented here, the various stages by which one trains oneself in the 
path which is shared by both the way of the perfections and the way of the secret 
word are an absolute necessity.  On this point, Lamas holding the tantric 
tradition of Lord Marpa–those such as Ngok and the rest–cite The Secret Teaching 
in Two Sections, from the phrase “First give the rite of restoring..." up to "...after 
that, teach them the middle way."  They explain these lines as referring to those 
trainings which are shared by both the two ways, and this appears to be the 
intent of that secret book as well. 
 
 
I{-02t,-1m+-;=-<$-k  0:-+}-8J$-a };-> m-#+1=-$#-#m=-8D m+-.-,k  *}#-1:-

[0=-8E }-+$-k * },-8'v#-#m-={1=-0[ {+-`o-8'v#-%m$-k +{8m-3|-9$-/v$-'-E }#=-

#m=-8H {,k 14~-d {;-mmm#9$-;-[s$-k 6{=-'m-06m,-`o-1m-Ns$-0:-"=-R$=-21-A {+-

.=k +.},lU }0-#(m=-!-#9$-;-[s$-0-+$-k /,-9},-:{-1*}$-0-21-> m=-bo#=-

,-/v$-#m-'-8H {,-`o-#=v$=-,=k  @ m=-I{-02t,-18m-A m,-T0=-14+-,=-#+1=-$#-

/}#-;k  0:-+}-8J$-a };-9$-#+1=-$#-8+m-(m+-< m-13,-> m-M1-E$=-9m,-.8m-@ m:-

+$-k 8D m+-3u;-+{-9$-\o,-> m-*v,-1}$-0-9m,-.8m-@ m:-:}k  

 
The revered Milarepa as well, when he instructed someone in the advices on 
freeing oneself from the perilous path of the state between death and rebirth, 
would first lead them to take refuge, and to practice the Wish for enlightenment–
both in the form of a prayer, and in the form of action.  He'd also say, 
 

Your friend escorts you to your ruin; 
The yaks yoked together fall off the cliff. 

 
What he meant was that, if the master and his disciple simply agree to their 
commitments but fail to keep them properly, then they fall from the cliff 
together; and if they engage in these practices just from some slight attraction to 
them, then it will lead them to their ruin.  Only after these teachings would he 
grant someone the blessing of the Holy Angel, and bestow them the advices; the 
instructions on freeing oneself from the perilous path of the inbetween state were 
included among these same advices.  Therefore this way of teaching the disciple 
is shared by all the various traditions. 
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=+-.:-`o-&}=-I{-"1-.}-.=-,mk &}=-06m8m-8E {;-.:-8Av$-0-W:k [ {=-0v-#=v1-

> m-;1-> m-:m1-.=-Wv+-^$=-.-# },-`o-0)$-,=-14+-.-9m,-,}k  

 
The Dharma Lord Gampopa, more particularly, would always prepare the 
disciple's mind first with the teachings of the steps of the path for persons of the 
three different scopes, as found in the commentary to the four practices. 
 
 
+{=-,-&}=-I{-/#-1}-Es-.-=}#=-8#8-6m#-#m  k&}=-Hs#-#m-D m+-9m#-,-;1-*v,-1}$-

08m-D m+-3u;-1m-'$-0-,mk  3~#=-D m+-;1-:m1-06m,-`o-D m+-.8m-I{=-=v-#+1=-$#-

8+m-% {:-08m-;v#=-=v-'$-0=k  9$-+#},-.8m-D m+-9m#-,-8`o#-.-06m,k  ;1-

*v,-1}$-0-;-# },-`o-8D m+-.-<m,-_p- #,+-&{-0:-7v$-<m# k 

  
Therefore we can say that the fact that–in the books of instruction on the six 
practices written by the Dharma Lord Pakmo Drupa and some others–we find no 
sections on guiding the student along the path that is shared, appears to reflect a 
system of teaching where these advices were granted only after a more public 
teaching on something like the steps of the path.  You should therefore consider 
it an extremely crucial point that the student should first be guided along the 
path which is shared, just as we see it in the book of instructions by Yang Gunpa. 
 
 
+{-W:-A=-,-;1-@ }#=-:{-0:-1-=}$-0:k  1+}-Wv+-#(m=-!8m-;1-> m-#,+-Q}#=-

.8m-D m+-;v#=-9m,-.=k ;v#=-8+m8m-=+-&}=-&{,-.}-6m#-_p-8`o#-.-;k +{-W:-`o-

#}-0-&#=-+#}=-=}kk 

 
This system of instruction is, therefore, one which avoids falling into what is only 
a partial path; rather, it contains within it all the crucial points of both the open 
and secret teachings.  This comprehensiveness is one of the greatest features of 
this system, and you must come to a full appreciation that this is the case. 
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What Must Come Before 
  
#(m=-.-;1-+{-;-R }-^$=-.8m-:m1-.-,mk  8}-,-*{#-&{,-#(m=-*v,-1}$-08m-;1-;-'m-

W:-^$-$1-,k '}-0}-&{,-.}8m-1,-$#-;=-8Av$-0-W:-A-% {k *}#-1:-*{#-.-&{,-

.}8m-0<{=-#({,-13,-(m+-+$-X,-.-6m#-;-0=1-.-+$-^ }:-0=-0% {,-.-3u;-06m,-`o-

A8}kk 

 
Here second are the various steps by which one trains one's heart in the path.  
"Well then," one may ask, "just how do we train ourselves in this path shared by 
both the ways?"  One must follow the instructions found in the teachings of Lord 
Atisha; that is, one must first rely properly, in thought and in deed, upon a 
spiritual guide of the greater way who possesses all the requisite qualifications. 
 
 
+{=-<$-+;-0-+},-&{-0-+$-J{+-+!8-08m-3u;-0%,-){k  R }-^$=-.=-+;-08m-K{,-;-

$ m$-.}-;{,-8+}+-&{,-.}-[ {=-.-,k  $ m$-.}-;{,-.8m-1&}#-,m-*{#-&{,-`o-8'v#-.-(m+-

1&}#-9m,-){k 

 
He also teaches how important our life of opportunity is,  and how difficult it is 
to find.  Once you have trained yourself in these points, then you begin to feel a 
great desire to find the highest meaning in the opportunity provided you by 
your life.  The very greatest method of finding this highest meaning is none other 
than entering the path of the greater way. 
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+{8m-8'v#-" }-9$-A$-&u0-< m-={1=-(m+-9m,-;k  +{-9$-+#-.-%m#-Wv+-;-9}+-,k 

+{8m-*{#-&{,-.-9$-0%}=-1-1-9m,-.:-8>v:-;k  +{-3n#-21-`o-=}$-,-*{#-&{,-.-9$-

3n#-21-`o-8E }-08m-@ m:-:}k  k+{-W:-,-<{=-:0-%,-> m=-={1=-+{8m-1m-1*v,-@ }#=-:m1-

> m=-0=;-,=-13,-(m+-3$-0-%m#-0[ {+-.:-A8}kk 

 
The gateway for entering this path, in turn, is none other than the Wish for 
enlightenment.  If you have a pure form of this attitude in your heart, then you 
are a real practitioner of the greater way.  But if this Wish in you is nothing but 
words, then you become as well a practitioner of the greater way only in words.  
Therefore those possessed of wisdom must seek to eliminate, one by one, all 
those obstacles that work against your reaching the Wish, and should seek to 
develop a form of the Wish which is complete in every respect. 
 
 
+{-;-9$-*}#-1:-3|-8+m-;-R }-1-X}#-,-*{#-.-&{-&u$-#$-#m-9$-;1-> m-#{#=-9m,-.=k 

3|-8+m:-:m$-`o-1m-#,=-.8m-8&m-0-H,-.-+$-k  <m-08m-8}#-_p-$,-8E }:-8=1=-.8m-

3u;-M1=-0=1=-,=k 3|-8+m-;-R }-X}#-.:-A8}kk 

 
On this same point, it's a great obstacle to every kind of path–whether we're 
talking about the greater way or the lesser way–if you are unable, at the very 
outset, to prevent the state of mind which is focussing on the goals of this present 
life.  You should therefore try to stay aware of the fact that you will not be 
staying here in this life very long–you will die.  Think too of how then, after you 
die, you may have to wander in the lower realms; and thus stop any thought of 
concentrating on this life. 
 
 
+{ -,=-8'm#-K {,-@ m -18m -/ v,-3 ~#=-;-N {+ -.8m -R } -9$-8"}:-0-1*8-+#-#m -( {=-

+1m#=-;{#=-.:-0=1=-){ -0S }#-,=-9m+-*:-.-;-@ }#=-.:-A8}kk  

 
Next try to stop the state of mind where you are hoping for anything good to 
happen in your future lives; this is done by considering, carefully, the serious 
problems of every station in the circle of suffering life.  This then will bring you 
to turn your thoughts to freedom. 
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+{8m-8}#-_p-:$-(m+-6m-0+{8m-={1=-0S }#-.8m-@ m:-`ok  A1=-.-+$-$ m$-I{-+$-+{8m-P-0-

%,-> m-A$-&u0-< m-={1=-;-:m$-`o-^$=-,=k  0%}=-1-1-9m,-.8m-A$-&u0-< m-={1=-

^$-0:-A8}kk 

 
After this, work to prevent any idea of concentrating only on your own 
happiness.  This is done by devoting much time to training yourself in thoughts 
of love, and compassion, and the Wish for enlightenment rooted in these two.  
Work finally to bring this Wish to the point where it comes to you in a perfectly 
natural way, not something you have to try to feel artificially. 
 
 
+{-,=-A$-&u0-={1=-+.8m-] }+-.-M1=-<{=-.:-A=-;-U }0-8+}+-0[ {+-+{k W;-N=-

< m-] }+-.8m-"v:-07v$-0:-ao=-.-,k  A$-={1=-< m-& }1-.-07v$-,=-+{8m-0U0-A-@ m,-

Hs#-;-U }0-.-] m-+$-k  =+-.:-`o-0=1-#),-> m-$}-0}-6m-#,=-< m=-={1=-;=-:v$-`o-

A {+-.-+$-k  <{:-@ m,-> m-$}-0}-&}=-M1=-\w-1-+$-,1-1"8-W-0v:-K}#=-.8m-[#-

1*}$-;-0U0-.:-A8}kk 

 
Next learn the various deeds of a bodhisattva, and seek the desire to train 
yourself in them.  If you find that you are capable of taking upon yourself the 
heavy load of the deeds of the bodhisattvas, the children of the victorious 
Buddhas, then take bodhisattva vows.  After that, bring your mind to a high state 
of readiness by taking yourself through the trainings related to the vows–that is, 
through the six perfections in general–and more particularly through stillness, 
which is the very essence of concentration.  Train yourself, finally, in the very 
essence of the perfection of wisdom: in extraordinary insight, a state in which 
you realize that all existing objects are like an illusion, and like empty space. 
 
 
+{-,=-L}-I{-*{#-.8m-+1-3n#-+$-& }1-.8m-"v:-07v$-0:-ao=-.-,k  R-1-T-0%t-.-1(,-

,=-R-18m-0% {,-3u;-M1=-+#-.:-A=-){-##=-;-8'v#-.:-A8}kk 

 
Once you are strong enough to take on the weight of the pledges and vows of the 
diamond way, you must then enter this path of the secret word, by receiving the 
Fifty Verses on Lamas, and by observing, strictly, the methods of following a Lama 
described there. 
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*{#-.-*v,-1}$-#m-;1-> m-:m1-.-#:-0<+-.-8+m-+#-;-1-^$=-,k  3|-8+m8m-D m-0-1m-

&}+-.=-&}=-A {+-8+}+-0K,-.}-1m-8Av$-k ++-.-"-6{-1{+-.-1m-[ {-0=-[0=-#,=-;-R }-

;m$=-[w:-1m-8}$-;=-8K=-;-${=-.-0K,-.}-1m-J{+-.=-& }1-.-#$-#m-9$-Ns$-& }1-6m0-

1}-1{+-.8m-Pm$-&}=-.:-8E }k 

 
Suppose you fail to train yourself in the steps of the path just described: those 
that are shared by both the ways.  You will find yourself unable to cut your ties 
to this life, and never come to a firm desire to practice Dharma.  You'll be unable 
to reach a state of faith where talk and thought are no different; you will never 
attain a deep and certain understanding of the laws of karma and its 
consequences; and the ability to keep your vows, to restrain yourself from 
breaking them, will never reach a very fine level: your Dharma will become a 
crude one. 
 
 
8"}:-0-;-6{,-;}#-M;-1-1m-[ {-0=-*:-.-+},-#({:-#}-0-21-`o-7+k  A1=-.-+$-

$ m$-I{8m-P-0-%,-> m-* },-={1=-1-0%}=-.-1m-[ {-0=k  *{#-&{,-.-1m$-21-`o-8E }k 

A$-={1=-< m-] }+-.-] m-;-U }0-8+}+-H#-.}-1m-8Av$-0=k  8'v#-& }1-M;-1-1m-[ {k 

6m-#,=-+$-[#-1*}$-] m8m-#}-0-M1-+#-1m-8&#=-.=k  )m$-${-84n,-J-1}-;-9$-

8Ds;-6m$-k  0+#-1{+-< m-W-0-;-${=-.-1m-[ {-0=k  +{-M1=-=v-1-=}$-0-8+}+-,-

*{#-&{,-#(m=-< m-] m8m-;1-;-^$-0:-A8}kk 

 
Because you have failed to develop any true disgust for the cycle of life, your 
wish to reach freedom becomes no more than some intellectual state.  Because 
you have failed to reach any genuine Wish for enlightenment–the one in the form 
of an intention, and rooted in love and compassion–then your practice of the 
greater way is nothing more than words.  Because you have failed to find any 
fierce desire to train yourself in the deeds of the bodhisattvas, you never develop 
a genuine form of the vow for the Wish in the form of action.  Because you have 
never reached any good understanding of stillness and insight in general, you 
make mistakes even in small points that relate to single-pointed concentration, 
and you reach no deep understanding of the worldview which says that nothing 
has any nature of its own.  If you hope to avoid falling into these traps, then train 
yourself in that overall path which is shared by both the greater ways. 
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8+m-,m-I{-02t,-A1=-.-,=-*}#=-1{+-+$-k  I{-02t,-8'1-+A$=-,=-P z-au0-+$-k 

6m-0-[-;-0Wv+-.8m-&u-0}-#=v1-8H {=-< mk #+1=-.-L}-I{-*{#-.-+$-k /:-@ m,-*{#-

.-#$-#m-" }:-8'v#-<$-A-+#}=-.:-'}-0}-&{,-.}-06{+-+}kk 

 
On this same point, Lord Atisha expressed the position that these advices, which 
combine three great currents of teaching–those passed down to Master Asanga 
from the holy Maitreya, those come to the realized being Nagarjuna from the 
holy Manjushri, and those descended through Master Shantideva–are an 
absolute necessity, whether one hopes to enter the gateway of the diamond way, 
or that of the way of the perfections. 
 
 
I{-02t,-1m+-;=-<$-k 

 
k+#{-+$-1m-+#{8m-;=-M1=-;k 

kWv-8K=-+#-.:-1-0=1=-,k 

k$,-=}$-& r#-0#;-1m-07}+-.=k 

kJ-6m$-J-08m-M1-* m,-;k 

k0#-9}+-H,-.=-7m,-<$-83;k 

 
Lord Milarepa too has said: 
 

Suppose you fail to consider with care 
Both cause and effect, as they relate 
To good deeds and to bad; 
The unbearable pain of the three lower realms 
Will strike you.  Seek therefore to reach a state 
Where your mind is forever considering 
Even the smallest results of karma. 

 
 

k8+}+-9},-[ },-`o-1-0W=-<m$-k 

k6{,-.-,$-,=-1-;}#-,k 

k8"}:-08m-02~,-:-1m-a };-0=k 
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k*1=-%+-\w-1:-<{=-.8m-R }=k 

k\o,-8Av$-#({,-.}-0% {,-9$-83;k 

 
Suppose you fail to see the problems 
Of the objects of the senses, and never 
Deeply feel disgust for them; 
You will never escape then from the prison 
Of the circle of life.  Seek then to use the knowledge 
That all things are an illusion 
As an antidote for the source of all pain.  

 
 

k8E }-Hs#-={1=-%,-/-1-;k 

kA=-.-H m,-`o-1m-#7}-,k 

k*{#-.-+1,-.:-#};-08m-[ },k 

k+{-@ m:-0P{-0-&{,-.}-9m=k 

kA$-&u0-={1=-;-0U0-<$-83;kk 

 
Suppose you fail to repay the kindness 
That beings of all six realms, 
Your fathers and mothers, have shown you; 
The problem then is that you'll wander 
Off to the lower way.  Seek then too to use 
Intense emotions of love 
To train in the Wish for enlightenment. 

 
 
6{=-+$-k 

 
k$-1m-"}1-0W+-;-8'm#=-8'm#=-,=k 

k1m-K#-8"}:-08m-({=-+1m#=-0" }1=k 

k[0=-+!},-1&}#-#=v1-;-R }-/v#=-#)+k 

k;=-Wv-8K=-&}=-;-,,-),-A=k  

 
I was overwhelmed 
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By terror of the eight ways of having no chance; 
So I meditated 
On impermanence, and the problems of suffering life. 
I placed all 
My hopes in the shelter of the triple gem; 
I devoted myself 
To the study of karmic cause and effect. 

 
 

k*0=-A$-&u0-={1=-;-Wv+-^$=-.=k 

k0#-&#=-a m0-.8m-Wv,-;1-&+k 

k'$-0-%m:-'$-\w-1:-K}#=k 

k+-$,-=}$-#=v1-;-(1-$-1{+k 

 
I trained myself 
In the method, the Wish for enlightenment; 
I cut the flow 
Of the seeds for obstacles in my mind. 
I saw everything 
That appeared around me as an illusion; 
And now 
I've no more fear for the three lower realms.  

 
k%{=-#=v$=-.-W:-;1-*v,-1}$-0-+{-+#-;-${=-.-0K,-.}-1-Av$-0:-`o-0" }1-.:-A8}kk 

 
The point is that one must make efforts in practicing these shared paths until 
such time as they become very firm and certain in your mind. 
 
 
;1-> m-;v=-9}$=-=v-Q}#=-.-:{-;-#}-0-;{#=-.:-&#=-,=-(1=-=v-;{,-.-,mk 

;1-Q}#=-.:-0E }+-.8m-#6m-3$-0:-*m$=-.-9m,-.=-#6,-+$-1m-8H-;k  ;1-*v,-

1}$-0-;-0U0-3u;-,m-#6,-`o-W=-.:-0<+-7m,-)}kk 

 
Suppose you are able to come to a thorough understanding of each of the 
individual components of the entire path, and to put them into practice 
accordingly.  Then you will have laid a complete foundation for travelling the 
path to its total end; and so this method is unlike any other at all.  I have in other 
works presented a thorough explanation of how to train oneself in the path 
which is shared. 
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Empowerment and Commitments 
 

#(m=-.-*v,-1}$-1-9m,-.-R-1{+-< m-*{#-.8m-# },-8E }-;-#(m=k  ] m8m-# },-8E }-+$-k 

=+-.:-> m-# },-8E }8}k  k+$-.}-;-#(m=k  +0$-Q}#=-.:-*}0-+#}=-.:-0%,-.-

+$-k +1-3n#-M1=-0Ns$-+#}=-.:-0%,-.8}kk 

 
Here secondly are the unique preliminaries of the unsurpassed way.  Here there 
are two divisions: the general preliminaries and the special ones.  The first of 
these comes in two parts of its own, which are a demonstration that one must be 
granted a complete initiation, and a demonstration that one must honor one's 
commitments. 
 
 
+$-.}-,mk  I{-1:-.8m-Wv+-& {8m-0Wv+-84n,-1{=-% },-+$-H}#-% },-;-=}#=-.-M1=-< m-

;v#=-;-9$-k  #=$-##=-< m-;1-:m1-.-#(m=-" }1-.-;-+0$-06m-Q}#=-.:-

0! r:-0-+#}=-.:-06{+-;k  I{-02t,-1m+-;=-<$-k "1-.}-.-+$-1';-,=-;1-

8+m-;-8D m+-.8m-# },-`ok  = }+-< m=-+0$-*}0-01-#=v$=-.=k  "1-.}-.=-7$=-

+!:-> m-U }0-1-1:-9v;-R }-X,-;-*}0k  %{=-bo=-.8m-I{=-=v-D m+-14+-%m$-k  +{-

06m,-`o-"}$-

;-#+1=-$#-bo=-.-,k  0-:m-;}-2r-0-;-+0$-bo=-;-<}#-#=v$=-.-1$-`o-14+-

8`o#-.-+$-k 

 
Here is the first.  Those who passed on the lineage of Lord Marpa–Metun, 
Ngoktun, and others–have also taken the position that, in order to practice the 
two stages of the path of the secret word, one must be granted an initiation 
complete with all four empowerments.  And the holy Milarepa, when he first 
met Gampopa, asked him the following question before he would instruct him in 
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this path: "Have you been granted the initiation?"  Only after Gampopa had 
replied, "I received it at the feet of Maryul Londen, a student of Sangkar," did he 
impart to him these teachings. 
 
And when he was giving Gampopa these instructions, he was also constantly 
urging him to take initiation from the master translator Bari. 
 
 
+.;-/#-1}-Es-.=-14+-.-,-9$-k  # },-`o-+0$-06m-Q}#=-.:-0! r:-08m-;v#=-

14+-8`o#-.=k  1:-;v#=-;8$-Wv+-< m-#bo$-+$-#+1=-$#-84n,-.8m-R-1-#-1-

&{,-.}-M1=-< m-06{+-.=k  +0$-06m-9}$=-=v-Q}#=-.:-*}0-.-%m#-${=-.:-+#}=-

=}kk 

 
In the works of the glorious Pakmo Drupa also the proper system is to first grant 
the disciple an initiation complete with all four empowerments.  Thus we can say 
that, in the system of Marpa as well, the great Lamas of the past–those who have 
held both the secret books and the private instructions–believed that it was 
necessary to be granted an initiation complete with all four empowerments; and 
so it is absolutely certain that one should do so. 
 
 
+{-,m-Wv+-1$-.}-;=-<$-<m,-_p-+},-&{-0:-#=v$=-){k @#-&{,-*m#-;{8m-#(m=-.-;=k 

 
There are further many original secret texts which have stated that this is 
something extremely important.  As the second part of the Drop of the Great Seal 
states, 
 
 

k+$-.}:-:{-6m#-#$-3|-U }0k 

k;,-%m#-+0$-M1=-< m=-,m-0! r:k 

k+{-3|-#=$-&{,-0<+-.-9mk 

k${=-.:-' }+-`o->v:-.8}kk 

 
There comes a time at the beginning 
When the disciple is granted initiation 
One time; this makes him then with certainty 
A vessel to receive the great mystery. 
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k+0$-1{+-,-,m-+$}=-Es0-1{+k 

kA {-1-02n:-;1-1:-1{+-W:k 

k#$-6m#-Wv+-;v$-$-W;-> m=k 

k+0$-0! r:-1{+-.:-8&+-A {+-.k 

kU }0-+.},-U }0-1-<m-1-*# k 

k+$}=-Es0-*}0-<$-+B;-0:-8E }k 

k+{-0=-80+-.-*1=-%+-< m=k 

kR-1-;=-,m-+0$-+},-bok 

 
Those without an initiation can never achieve the goals; 
It's like squeezing sand to produce some butter. 
Any time someone has the arrogance 
To teach the secret books without an initiation, 
Then both the master and the disciple 
Will drop to the hells, though they may have achieved 
The power to perform miracles. 
Thus must you seek the initiations 
From a Lama, with every effort you can. 

 
 
k6{=-+$-k Wv+-L}:-8J {$-#m-#(m=-.-;=-<$-k  

 
The second part of the secret book entitled the String of Diamonds says as well: 
 
 

k+0$-0! r:-0-,m-#2~-0}-% {k 

k+$}=-Es0-*1=-%+-K#-_p-#,=k 

k$-9m=-'m-06m,-+},-0<+-< m=k 

k+{-@ m:-*}#-1:-9$-+#-(},k 

 
Receiving initiation is the most important part; 
All the goals will stay with you then. 
I'll explain how it works, so now 
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At the outset listen well. 
 
 

k*}#-1:-U }0-1-#$-#m-3|k 

kR }-X,-9$-+#-+0$-0! r:-,k 

kQ}#=-.8m-:m1-.8m-M;-8A }:-;k 

k+{-9m-3|-,-' }+-`o-8>v:k 

 
Any time an intelligent disciple 
Receives pure initiation at the first, 
They become at that moment a proper vessel 
For deep practice of the stage of completion. 

 
 

k9$-+#-+0$-0! r:-> m=-+0{,-,k 

kau0-.}=-Wv+-< m-+},-<{=-<$-k 

kU }0-+.},-U }0-1-13u$=-.:-,mk 

k1m-07+-+B;-0-&{,-.}:-8E }k 

 
Suppose though they lack pure initiation; 
Then master and disciple, equally, 
Will drop to great and unbearable hells, 
Even if they're accomplished, 
And learn what the secret books say. 

 
 
6{=-#=v$=-.=-#=$-&{,-0<+-.-+$-" }1-.8m-' }+-`o-:v$-0-+0$-M1-+#-*}0-.-;-:#-

;=-.=k  +0$-,m-+$}=-Es0-< m-P-0-9m,-){k  +{-1{+-,-Wv+-+},-<{=-,=-;1-;-%m-

21-80+-<$-+$}=-Es0-=+-.:-%,-*}0-1m-N m+-;k +{-1-*}0-.8m-({=-+1m#=-21-`o-1-

7+-+$}=-Es0-J-1}-*}0-<$-+.},-U }0-#(m=-!-+B;-0:-8E }8}kk 

 
Given what these works state, then becoming a suitable vessel for learning and 
meditating upon the way of the great secret all depends upon being granted 
initiation, in a pure form.  This empowerment then is the very root of all 
attainments; without it, one can make whatever efforts you may in learning what 
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the secret books say and in practicing this path, but it is completely impossible 
that you will attain any very extraordinary attainments.  And failing to achieve 
these attainments is not the only problem; even if they manage to accomplish 
some minor goals, both master and disciple will drop to the hells. 
 
 
k+0$-0! r:-0-9$-0+{-1&}#-P-Wv+-;=k 

 
k##=-.=-+< m;-8"}:-1-1*}$-0:k 

k#$-6m#-M;-8A }:-.-(m+-8+}+k 

k1"8-;-"v-3u:-> m=-L{#-+$-k 

k* m#-Wv8m-&u-,m-8*v$-+$-13u$=k 

 
On this same point, about the importance of being granted initiation, the Root 
Tantra for Highest Bliss says as well, 
 

Suppose some student of the secret way 
Imagines themselves a deep practitioner 
Without having seen the secret world. 
It just the same as taking your fist 
And punching empty air, 
Or drinking from a mirage. 
 
 

k6{=-#=v$=-.=-# },-`o-+< m;-8"}:-`o-0%t#-,=-+< m;-8"}:-1*}$-0-+$-k +{-,=-&u-

%}+-.,-;-=}#=-.8m-+0$-Q}#=-.:-0! r:-0-+#}=-< mk  +{-W-1m,-.:-+0$-#m-&-

8#8-:{-+$-[-:{8m-A m,-T0=-< m-I{=-#,$-21-;-0K{,-.-,mk  +0$-M1-+#-#6,-# },-

`o-=}$-0-9m,-,}k 

 
What this is saying is that one must first be introduced into the secret world, and 
thus see it, and then be granted full initiation with the empowerments of the 
water, the crown, and the rest.   We do see other kinds of cases, where one is 
granted only some portion of an empowerment, or permissions to practice based 
on the blessings of some particular angel.  This though assumes that one has 
already been granted another initiation in a pure form. 
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1m-:v$-0-1{+-<$-+$-.}-+0$-M1-+#-#6,-# },-`o-1-=}$-,k  +{-21-> m=-+0$-#m-#}-

1m-&}+-.=-+0$-Q}#=-.k  Wv+-& {-M1-+#-,=-#=v$=-.k  .C-Es0-< m=-<$-

;{#=-.:-0<+-.k R-1-+1-.-M1=-;=-:m1-.-06m,-`o-Wv+-' }+-`o-:v$-0:-A8}kk 

 
Although there is nothing wrong with this particular custom, it cannot by itself 
substitute for a proper initiation if one has not previously received another 
initiation in its pure form.  As such one must seek a full empowerment: one 
which is taught from an authentic, traditional secret teaching; one which has 
been commented upon by learned masters of the past, and practiced by 
accomplished saints.  One must prepare one's heart, making it a suitable vessel 
for the secret teachings, all in the proper steps, at the feet of great and holy 
Lamas.  
 
 
+{-9$-8+m:-< {-L}-I{-81k  8"}:-;}-0+{-1&}#-W-0v8m-131=-;{#=-.:-<{=-.:-A=-

,=k 3u;-06m,-`o-Ns$-+#}=k 

 
One must moreover undertake a careful study of the various guidelines for secret 
practice presented in teachings such as that of Lo Diamond or the Sphere of 
Highest Bliss, and then one must observe these guidelines in the proper way. 
 
 
#(m=-.-+1-3n#-M1=-0Ns$-+#}=-.:-0%,-.-,mk 

 
Here is the second part, a demonstration that one must honor one's 
commitments. 
 
 
+{-8H-08m-+0$-M1-+#-*}0-.8m-`o=-=v-R-1-+$-W;-0-N=-0%=-+0$-`o-06#-,=k 

'm-!+-#=v$=-.-06m,-au0-.:-"=-R$=-.8m-+1-3n#-+$-k  & }1-.-M1=-< m-0Ns$-

131=-;{#=-.:-<{=-.:-A=-,=k 3u;-06m,-`o-Ns$-+#}=-.-9m,-){k 

 
During the pure form of an initiation as described above, your Lama–and the 
victorious Buddhas, along with their sons and daughters–place you in a state of 
power; which is to say, you receive commitments and vows which you pledge to 
keep, just as they were taught to you.  You must then study, carefully, all these 
various guidelines, and honor them properly. 
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0+{-1&}#-P-Wv+-;=k 

 
k<m,-_p-1(1-#6#-au0-.-.}=k 

k+1-3n#-K#-_p-0[$-0:-Ak 

k+1-3n#-(1=-.=-+< m;-8"}:-`ok 

k+0$-0! r:-+$}=-Es0-*}0-1m-8>v:k 

 
k6{=-+$-k 

 
This fact is supported by The Root Tantra of Highest Bliss, which says: 
 

Practitioners living in deep meditation 
Must always honor all their commitments; 
One who's received empowerment in 
A secret world, but broken their pledges, 
Can never attain their goals. 

 
 
1(1-^ }:-;=k 

 
k+< m;-8"}:-`o-,m-1-bo#=-<m$-k 

k+1-3n#-M1=-,m-($=-.-+$-k 

k#=$-08m-+{-(m+-1m-<{=-.=k 

k0au0=-<$-%m-9$-1m-8Es0-.}k 

 
As Practicing Together states, 
 

Those who have never entered the secret world, 
Those who have failed to keep their commitments, 
And those who know not the essence of the secrets 
May try to achieve as best they can, but can't. 
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k6{=-+< m;-8"}:-`o-0bo#-.-# },-`o-8E }-08m-+0$-1-*}0-.-+$-k  0Ns$-A8m-+1-3n#-

M1=-9;-0:-+}:-0-+$-k  :m1-#(m=-< m-#=$-08m-#,+-M1=-;{#=-.:-1m-<{=-

.=k :m$-`o-0au0=-<$-8+}+-.8m-+$}=-Es0-%m-9$-1m-8Es0-.:-#=v$=-.=k 

 
What this text is saying is that those who have failed to obtain the proper 
empowerment required before entering a secret world; and those who disregard 
the pledges that they are supposed to honor; and those who have no clear 
understanding of the crucial, secret points of the two stages may attempt to 
practice over a very long period of time, and yet still will achieve not even a 
single one of the attainments that they hope for. 
 
M;-8A }:-R-1{+-.8m-au0-.-.}:-"=-R$=-,=k  ;v#=-+{-;-P-Ws$-#m-E$=-`o-9}+-

<$-1m-<{=-,-1m-8}$-0=k  P-0-+$-9,-;#-#m-+1-3n#-0Ns$-131=-;{#=-.:-

<{=-.:-A=-,=-Ns$-0-#;-&{8}kk 

 
It's never going to come out right if–once you have committed to become a 
practitioner of the unsurpassable secret teachings–you don't even know how 
many root vows there are for you to keep in this system.  As such it is extremely 
important that you learn, and learn well, the parameters of the root and 
secondary pledges, and then honor them strictly. 
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Pure and Powerful 
 

#(m=-.-=+-.:-> m-# },-8E }-,mk ] m:-# },-8E }8m-1&}#-,mk ;1-*v,-1}$-0-;-^ }$-0-

+$-k  +0$-M1-+#-0! r:-0-+$-k  P-0-+$-9,-;#-#m-+1-3n#-M1=-3u;-06m,-

`o-Ns$-0-9m,-.=k +{-;-${=-.-J{+-.-+#}=-;k 

 
Here secondly are the special preliminaries.  Generally speaking, the very 
highest form of preliminary practices for the secret teachings consists of training 
oneself in the path which is shared by the open and secret ways; receiving the 
pure form of an initiation; and honoring ones root and secondary commitments 
properly.  As such, you should seek a deep understanding of these points. 
 
 
R-18m-M;-8A }:-+$-k L}:-={1=-< m-0" }1-0S=-+$-k 1b;-+0v;-0-=}#=-<$-k 

##=-< m-0U0-A-Ns$-08m-"}$=-(m+-,=-8Av$-0-9m,-,}k  k8},-<$-R-1-M1=-< m-@#-

06{=-;-+{-+#-;}#=-=v-8Av$-0-W:-0<+-.-;-#(m=k  & m#-a m0-+#-.:-A-08m-@ m:-

L}:-={1=-< m-0" }1-0S=-A-0-+$-k  A m,-T0=-8'v#-.8m-@ m:-R-18m-M;-8A }:-

0" }1=-,=-1&}+-.8}kk 

 
The customs of lama practice, meditation and recitation upon the Warrior of 
Diamond, making mandala offerings, and so on are actually an integral part of 
the practice of honoring the rules of tantric practice.  It is however the custom of 
our Lamas to cover these separately; and that is how we will explain them here.  
We proceed in two steps: undertaking the practice of meditation and recitation 
upon the Warrior of Diamond, in order to clean oneself of bad deeds and 
spiritual blocks; and engaging in lama practice, followed by the activity of 
making offerings, so that one can obtain special blessings. 
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+$-.}-,mk    *}#-1:-+!},-1&}#-#=v1-;-R }-;m$=-[w:-> m-[0=-8E }-Wv+-+$-

8H {=-${=-.-Ak 

 
Here is the first.  One should, at the very outset, learn to take refuge, to reach a 
state of total faith in the Three Jewels–one must come to a point where refuge 
becomes a part of ones very being. 
 
 
:$-(m+-N m+-13~:-Ws$-0-06m,-`o-={1=-%,-M1=-<$-+{-+$-8H-0:-0W-6m$-k  +{-

M1=-<$-:$-#m-1-9m,-.-+$-k  1-A=-:{=-< m=-/,-.-0au0=-<m$-k  #,}+-.-

0=;-08m-H m,-&{-0-+$-k +{-;-;,-`o-/,-8+}#=-.8m-H m,-#7}8m-R }-0K,-.}-0[ {+-,=k 

 
Every living being has slipped and fallen, just like I have, into this ocean of 
suffering life.  And each one of them has been my own mother.  As they served 
me as my mother, they paid me great kindness: they did all they could to bring 
me every goodness, and all they could to save me from every kind of harm.  We 
must try to reach a very steady state of mind where we hope to repay their 
kindness, by rendering them some great help in return. 
 
 
+{-,=-+{-M1=-0+{-0=-/}$=-;v#=-+$-k  & r#-0#;-> m=-1,:-;v#=-M1=-

0=1=-;k  +{-M1=-%m-,=-<$-0+#-#m=-0+{-0-1*8-+#-;-+#}+-.-+$-k & r#-

0#;-1*8-+#-;=-0a;-0:-A8}-$1-.8m-8`o,-.-H#-.}-0[ {+k 

 
Let me consider then how bereft they are of any kind of happiness, and how they 
are tortured by the pain of their lives.  Let me reach an intense wish to help them, 
thinking to myself that, no matter what, I will find a way to bring them to every 
form of happiness, and free them from every form of pain. 
 
 
+{-,=-+},-+{-#(m=-Q}#=-.:-au0-.-,mk  =$=-W=-(#-#%m#-_p-1*}$-,=k  +{-

M1=-< m-+},-`o-=$=-W=-*}0-8+}+-< m-R }8m-8>v:-0-H#-.}8m-" }-,=-A$-&u0-_p-={1=-

0[ {+k 

 
Let me come to see that the total ability to achieve these two goals is possessed 
only by an Enlightened Being, and by no one else.  And let me in this way reach 
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the Wish for enlightenment—fierce feelings in my heart that I want to reach 
Buddhahood for the sake of all these beings. 
 
 
+{-8H-08m-=$=-W=-*}0-.8m-+},-`o-;1-8+m-;-0U0-$1-.8m-;1-;-0K{,-.8m-9m-+1-

0K,-.}-9$-+$-9$-`o-A8}kk 

 
Let me thus make unshakeable resolutions to follow this path of the Six Practices; 
let me decide that I will train myself in this way, in order to reach just such an 
enlightened state. 
 
 
+{-9$-$ m$-.}-W,-;=k 

 
Now the Jewel of the Heart says, 
 
 

k=$=-W=-\o,-> m-! r-#%m#-.vk 

k.+-+!:-S-08m-+0v=-#,=-<m$-k 

kL}-I{-H m;-0v-W,-c=-.8mk 

kL}-I{-={1=-+.8-;{#=-+1m#=-<m$-k 

 
His body is every one of the Buddhas, in one; 
He sits upon a white lotus, in the middle of a moon, 
Complete with his jewels: a bell, and a diamond. 
Learn to see thus the Diamond Warrior. 

 
 

k9m-#{-0W-.-&}-#-06m,k 

k(m-co-P-,m-:{-:{-0S=k 

kWs$-=}#=-A m,-> m=-0T0=->v:-.=k 

k8/{;-0-:v-,m-1m-8>v:-6{=k 

 
"Learn to repeat the hundred syllables 
Twenty-one times, with the right ritual; 
It will bless you to help your broken vows, 
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And prevent their force from increasing." 
 
 

kEs0-.-1&}#-M1=-< m=-0<+-.=k 

k*v,-131=-=v-,m-]+-.:-Ak 

k80v1-J#-_p-,m-0S=->v:-,k 

kM1-.:-+#-.8m-0+#-(m+-8>v:k 

 
Thus have the highest masters spoken, 
So follow this in between your sessions; 
For if you recite a hundred thousand, 
You become a being of purity. 

 
 
k6{=-*v,-131=-=v-L}:-={1=-0" }1=-,=k  9m#-0W-({:-#%m#-:{-1-&#-.:-0S=-

,-Ws$-0-1m-8/{;-0-+$-k  80v1-J#-#%m#-0S=-,-({=-.-M1=-8+#-.:-Es0-.-

1&}#-0J{=-.-M1=-< m=-#=v$=-.=-+{-W:-A8}k  k6{=-#=v$=-.-06m,-`o-+#}=-.-

+{-(m+-< m-@ m:-`o-L}:-={1=-< m-0" }1-0S=-A8}kk 

 
The point here is that—if you stop between sessions to do the practice of the 
Warrior of Diamond, and recite the mantra of a hundred syllables 21 times on 
each occasion, without breaking it—then the negative power of your broken 
vows will never increase.  And if you recite a hundred thousand of these 
mantras, then you will purify yourself of all your negative deeds.  All this, the 
verses are saying, has been taught by beings who attained the ultimate goal; and 
thus you must follow it.  We should, therefore, undertake the practice of 
meditation and recitation centered upon the Warrior of Diamond, to attain the 
goals mentioned here. 
 
 

* * * * * 
 

*v,-8'}#-":-% }0=-06m8m-0<#=-.-A=-;k & m#-a m0-< m-8"}:-#=v1-1m-+1m#=-.:-

0=1-6m$-k 

 
k0+#-,m-1m-<{=-O}$=-.-9m=k 
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k+1-3n#-;=-,m-8#;-6m$-(1=k 

kR-1-1#},-.}=-[0=-14~+-%m# 

k#2~-0}-L}-I{-84n,-.-% {k 

 
k*v#=-I{-&{,-.}8m-0+#-(m+-%,k 

k8E }-08m-#2~-0}-0+#-;-[ }0=k 

 
k6{=-#=};-0-0)0-.=k 

 
As you come to the end of your session, then do a ritual of confession through 
the four powers.  Think about how the three elements of the bad deeds and 
obstacles are free of any self-existence, and then make the following supplication: 
 

From a lack of understanding 
 And out of my ignorance 
 I have acted against my pledges, 
 And I have broken them. 

O Lama and my Savior, 
 Come and shelter me. 
 
 The most important thing 
 Is the Keeper of the Diamond; 
 He is the embodiment 
 Of magnificent compassion. 
 Come and shelter me, 
 Guide of living kind. 
 
 
L}-I{-={1=-+.8m-6;-,=k :m#=-< m-0v-= }+-< m-& m#-a m0-+$-k +1-3n#-(1=-&#=-

*1=-%+-+#-#} k  6{=-#=v$=-,=-:$-;-*m1-.=k  :$-#m-" }-#=v1-+$-L}-I{-

={1=-+.8m-! r-#=v$-*v#=-+A {:-1{+-`o->v:-.:-0=1=-;k  +#{-P-0# }-0-+$-* },-

;1-#+0-.}kk 

 
And the Warrior of Diamond says to you, 
 

Child of my family, you are pure, pure of your past bad deeds and 
obstacles, pure of all the pledges you have ever broken. 
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Then they melt into you; imagine then that your own actions, words, and 
thoughts are completely inseparable from the holy body, speech, and mind of the 
Warrior of Diamond.  Then dedicate the good karma you have collected, and 
make final prayers. 
 
 
#(m=-.-A m,-T0=-8'v#-.8m-@ m:-R-18m-M;-8A }:-" }1-.-;-#(m=k 3~#=-6m$-`o-R-1-

" }1-.-+$-k +{-;-1&}+-,=-#=};-0-#+0-.8}kk 

 
Here next is the second [of the special preliminaries]: undertaking a lama 
practice so that one can obtain special blessings.  This practice itself has two 
parts: meditating upon your Lama as the garden of the assembly in which you 
plant your virtues; and making supplication to your Lama, once you have made 
offerings to him or her. 
 
 

* * * * * 
 
 
& }1-8Av$-;=k  R-1-=$=-W=-R-1-&}=k  k+{-06m,-R-1-+#{-8`o,-(m+k 

k%{=-#=v$=-.-W:k [0=-#=v1-\o,-8`o=-< m-$}-0}:-0" }1k 

 
Remember the Source of Vows, where it says: 
 

Your Lama is the one and only 
 Buddha, and Dharma, 
 And just so only Sangha. 
 
Picture then your Lama as someone who incorporates all three of the sources of 
protection. 
 
 
:m1-T-;=k 

 
k8+m-,m-:$-Av$-0%}1-X,-8+=k 

k[#-.8m-[-,m-#%m#-.v-(m+k 

k1,-$#-:0-_p-% {:-08m-@ m:k 
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kL}-I{-U }0-+.},-+{-0=-[# 

 
k%{=-#=v$=-.-W:-:$-;-/,-8+}#=-.8m-6m$-`o-,m-L}-I{-8&$-;=-<$-&{=-[#-.-9m,-

$1-`o-0=1k 

 
The Five Stages says as well that– 
 

Your Lama is a Conquering Buddha 
Come to you by the nature of things; 
He or she is the single God 

 Of every single god there is. 
 And because they sweetly instruct you, 

Your Diamond Master is one 
Who's even greater than them. 

 
 
6;-;v$-;=k 

 
k8+m-9m-+},-X,-8#8-6m#-;k 

k$-,m-+{-9m-;v=-#,=-){k 

kau0-.}-#6,-;-1&}+-.-;{,k 

k+{-9m=-+{-1({=-:$-#m-Wv+k 

k;=-< m-a m0-.-+#-A {+-+}k 

 
 
The Word [of the Glorious Gentle Voice] too says, 
 

I come and stay within the bodies 
Of a few who have the meaning, 
And bring attainments.  I take 

 Where others are offering. 
 This is then what pleases, 
 And works to purify them 
 Of the obstacles of past deeds. 
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k6{=-#=v$=-.-W:-9$-+#-.8m-#+1=-$#-#m-+},-% },-.8m-R-1-U }0-1=-1&}+-.8m-`o=-

=vk  =$=-W=-M1=-A },-){-R-18m-;v=-;-0bo#=-,=k  1&}+-.-06{=-){-U }0-18m-Wv+-

+#-.:-A {+-;k 1&}+-.-#6,-> m-3|-:$-#m=-=$=-W=-;-0)$-08m-0=}+-,1=-8*}0-

<$-k =$=-W=-(m+-< m=-06{=-.8m-${=-.-1{+-.8m-3u;-<{=-.:-A=-;k 

 
Suppose, the lines are saying, that a disciple makes offerings to their Lama, a 
Lama who is teaching them the meaning of pure advices.  When the student does 
so, then all the Enlightened Beings come; they enter the Lama's body, and accept 
the offerings that were made.  And this works to purify the student's mind 
stream. 
 
When you make other kinds of offerings, you do obtain the merit of presenting 
offerings to Enlightened Beings, but there is no certainty that these same Beings 
have accepted them.  You should try to grasp how this works. 
 
 
1&}+-.8m-6m$-#}$-,-1{+-.8m-${=-.-0[ {+-+{k  +{-06m,-#<{#=-.-*1=-%+-< m-$}-0}:-

0W=-;k [ },-K}#-.8m-R }-;-& }1-={1=-1$-.}-+$-k 9},-),-M1=-0K#=-,=-+{-

;-+1m#=-.8m-++-.-^ }$-0-1$-`o-A-% {k 

 
Try to reach a state of conviction in which you realize that your Lama is an 
unrivalled garden in which to plant your offerings.  See them as being, in their 
inner essence, each and every one of the Ones Who Have Gone Thus.  Make 
repeated efforts to restrain your tendency to think you see faults in them, and 
examine them constantly to see the high qualities that they have.  Reach thus a 
strong state of faith in them. 
 
 
[ },-> m-$}=-,=-0K#=-,-+$}=-Es0-< m-#{#=-A {+-;k  9},-),-> m-$}=-,=-0K#=-,-

+$}=-Es0-Bv:-`o-8Es0-.8m-@ m:-:}k  k+{-W-0v-;-=}#=-.8m-3u;-> m=-R-1-+{-(m+-;-

+1m#=-.8m-++-.-+$-k 0!8-H m,-I{=-=v-H,-){-]o=-.-&{,-.}-1$-`o-^$-$}kk 

 
The reason for doing this is that–if you tend to examine your Lama from the 
point of view of faults that you see–it acts as a great hinderance to reaching your 
own spiritual attainments.  If on the other hand you examine them from the 
point of view of their high qualities, then you will be able to each your goals with 
speed.  Use these and other such methods to work then, over and over, to 
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develop great faith focussed upon your Lama, remembering as well his or her 
great kindness towards you.  In short, work constantly to develop intense 
devotion towards them. 
 
 
#(m=-.-+{-;-1&}+-,=-#=};-0-#+0-.-,mk :m1-T-;=k 

 
k1&}+-.-*1=-%+-M1-($=-,=k 

kR-1-;-1&}+-9$-+#-0P1k 

k+{-1({=-.=-,m-\o,-1= {,-.8mk 

k9{-<{=-1&}#-,m-*}0-.:-8>v:k 

kR-1{+-A {+-.-U }0-+.},-> mk 

kL}-I{-={1=-+.8-1&}+-A=-.=k 

k+{-9m=-0=}+-,1=-1-A=-%mk 

k+!8-*v0-1-0% {,-#$-6m#-9}+k 

 
As for the second part, on how to make supplication to your Lama after you have 
made offering to them, the Five Stages says: 
 

Give up every other form of offering completely; 
 Undertake instead to make perfect offerings to your Lama. 
 By pleasing Them you will come to attain 
 That highest wisdom that knows all things. 
 What merit is it you could not collect, 

 
What deep hard spiritual practice is it 

 That you wouldn't be doing by offering to 
 Your master, the Warrior of the Diamond, 
 Who brings you to that which cannot be surpassed? 
 
 
 
k%{=-#=v$=-.-W:-1&}+-.-\o,-> m-,$-,=-R-1-;-1&}+-.-(m+-[s:-R$-08m-3u;-;k 

${=-.-H#-.}-0[ {+-,=-R-1-;-1&}+-+}kk 
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The point here is that we should try to come to a very fierce recognition of how 
we must throw ourselves into the practice of making offerings to our Lama, 
above all other kinds of offering. 


